
 

 

 

 

 

 

Today is: ......................................................................

The Text:   

 

     

 

 

  

 

Part One:   

I. Reading Comprehension 
 Task 01: I read the text and fill in the ID Card
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Task 02: I read the text and tick 

 

 

 

Task 03:  

A-    I find in the text a synonym
1- Hello = …………………  

 
B- I write the following numbers in letters

 

Baaziz Brothers 

Level: MS 1 

     Hi, my name is “

old. I am from Algeria, and 

City. I love my city.

Middle School. My best friend 

about you? 

Adapted from: 

Duration: 

 

20 

 

1. Anis is from Algeria. 

2. Anis is 10 years old. 

3. His best friend is Ramy.

 

Today is: .................................................................................................................... 

 
and fill in the ID Card.  (02.5 Pts)  

tick ( ✔ ) “True” or “False”. (03 Pts)  

a synonym of: (0.5 Pt) 
= …………………     

write the following numbers in letters. (01 Pt) 

Baaziz Brothers Middle School – EL Eulma Downtown

The First Term Exam of English 

School Year: 2021-2022 

“Anis Badji”. I am 11 years 

am from Algeria, and I live in Guelma 

. I love my city. I am a pupil at Ibn Badis 

My best friend is Ramy. How 

Adapted from: www.english paragraphs.com 

Duration: 90 min o First name: ……………………………………...
o Family name: …………………………………..
o Class:  1st AM ……Group……….

True False 

   

   

His best friend is Ramy.   

..............................................  

EL Eulma Downtown- 

……………………………………... 
………………………………….. 

Group………. 
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             …….………..            

 
 

II. Mastery of language  

Task 01:  I supply punctuation (. ?

 

 

 

Task 02: I underline (       ) the correct

 

       

 

 

Task 03: I classify the following words in the 

                           /ei/         

                    …………….                          ………………

                     ……………..                       

 

Part Two:                             Situation of Integration

    Anis wants to know more about you. I 

name, age, country, city and school).

    …………,my….………………………………….…...

I……………………….…………………..

…………………………………….………………city.

…… …………………………………………………………………….

                                        ………………………..!

hi I am spongebob 

…………………………………………………………………

Hello, my name is Amdjed.

I  (live –is ) in Annaba. 

Youcef (are –is ) my friend

Hi

………..                                                             ….…………

(. ? ,) and capitalization (ABC). (02 Pts)  

correct answer. (03 Pts) 

classify the following words in the correct star.  (02 Pts)                   

  

 

                                        /ai/ 

…………….                          ……………… 

                       ………………. 

Situation of Integration     (06 Pts)             

wants to know more about you. I complete my email introducing (my first name, family 

name, age, country, city and school). 

 

……,my….………………………………….…...I…..……………………………………..

…………………..………………………………………………………

…………………………………….………………city.I……...…………….….

……………………………………….. 

………………………..! 

 

………………………………………………………………… 

. I (am- is ) eleven years old. 

y friend. 

*Good Luck * 

Hi-Day -I- Play 

….………… 

                                                   

 

email introducing (my first name, family 

……………………………………..old. 

……………………….. 

….………………………
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